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Two setups

308 312 - PARADIM

He lamp (21.2 eV, 40.8 eV, ...) 
+ monochromator

Multi-gas lamp, now Kr (10 eV, 12.8 eV,...) 
+ filter



Two setups

The six axes of motion
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312 - PARADIM

Multi-gas lamp, now Kr (10 eV, 12.8 eV,...) 
+ filter



A close up of the sample stage
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Typical measurement geometries
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Human connection is important, and so is vacuum connection



Measuring films vs measuring single crystals

+ easily aligned

+ beam spot size essentially irrelevant (if 
homogeneous)

- typically needs in situ growth

- the film IS your surface, has to be kept 
clean from growth to measurement

hn hn

- typically no obvious axis for aligning
(not so long ago: Laue)

- beam spot size can determine 
success/failure of the experiment

+ the surface to measure is preserved 
until it's cleaved/fractured



Single crystal mounting

beamline beam size

lamp beam size
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Bi2Se3 in a snapshot

K. Kuroda et al., J. Vis. Exp. 136, e57090 (2018)
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measured with 7 eV laser



IrO2 in a snapshot

J. Nelson et al., Phys. Rev. Mater. 3, 064205 (2019)
J. K. Kawasaki et al., Phys. Rev. B 94, 121104(R) (2016)

measured at 21.2 eV 
(He lamp)

measured at 84 eV 
(synchrotron beamline)

normal to the analyzer slits



NbSe3 in a snapshot

M. Valbuena et al., Phys. Rev. B 99, 075118 (2019) C. W. Nicholson et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 118, 206401 (2017)


